Bionic Hard Floor Cleaner
ULTIMATECLEAN™ FOR YOUR HARD FLOORS
Sweeps and mops hard floors hygienically clean*
Suitable for tiles, timber, engineered timber, laminates, hybrid floors,
vinyl, polished concrete, marble & cork.
The revolutionary HIZERO hard floor cleaner harnesses unique
UltimateClean™ technology to seamlessly & easily do all your hard floor
cleaning . Throw away your mop and vacuum cleaner, we’ve innovated
the perfect all-in-one cleaning solution that mops, sweeps and wipes
dry†. And sorts the collected dirt and muck into separate liquid and
solid waste containers for easy removal & cleaning.
*When used with HIZERO anti bacterial detergent † Removes excess water
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Features and Benefits
One step to complete cleanness
Enjoy ultimate, super effective and easy floor cleaning
performance as the Hizero sweeps, mops, washes and
wipe’s surfaces almost dry in one efficient dirt, liquid and
germ removing movement.

Sweeps

Mops

Dries*

*Removes excess water

Automatic separation of liquids
and solids

Floor cleaning
without suction

Smart design means you never get your hands dirty

Applying bionic science, HIZERO harnesses a unique

as all solid and liquid muck collected is separated

high-density polymer soft-surface roller that adapts to

automatically into different no-spill containers that

the floor surface material to efficiently pickup waste

are easily removed for cleaning.

or liquids before absorbing the moisture to leave the
floor drier than regular mops.

Longer battery life

Silent and no exhaust fumes

An ultra-effective, highly durable battery provides

Whisper silent at just 60dB, the HIZERO is a quiet

a remarkable unmatched 60 minutes of non-stop

home buddy that won’t disturb other activities

running time enabling every floor surface in the

as it efficiently removes dirt, liquid and germs. Its

home to be swept, mopped, washed and wiped dry.

unique gentle bionic roller technology means that
unlike traditional suction cleaners there is zero
dust and other debris blown back into the air to be
inhaled and irritate breathing. Perfect for asthma &
allergy sufferers.

Automatically Separates
At HIZERO we know you want to make cleaning as simple, easy and efficient as possible, so we separate the solids
from the liquids into separate compartments.

Dual Flow Technology

Efficient
Compared to conventional cleaning methods,

95% ELECTRICAL ENERGY SAVING

HIZERO saves you precious resources and time.
For example, you need just 1 litre of water to
clean 100 square metres of flooring.

90% WATER SAVING

80% TIME SAVING

THE NOISE REDUCED BY 70%

Smart
Smart Water Tank

Control Interface

500ml cleaning water tank. It requires

Total ease-of-use operation

just 1L to clean a 100m2 floor.

and smart visual display.

500ml dirty water tank. Intelligent
water level monitor.

Lithium-Ion Battery
Li-ion Rechargeable Battery.
Delivers over 60 mins run time.
And requires just 3-4 hrs to
achieve full charge.

Solid Trash Tray

Storage Dock

Easy maintenance, solid

Perfect holder for HIZERO

wastes are forced to the

and rollers.

200ml solid trash tray.

Intuitive in every way, no
settings to adjust with only
2 simple control buttons,
power on and off, setting 1 for
regular cleaning or 2 for heavy
cleaning. The interface tells you
everything you need to know,
blue when all is well and red
when an action is required.

Specification
Style:

Cordless upright F803

Function:

All in one (sweep, mop, dry*, roller clean)

Battery:

Li-ion, 19 V DC, 40Wh, 4-hour fully charged session

Battery run time:

Up to 60 minutes (3-4hrs to recharge)

Clean water tank volume:

500 ml

Waste water tank volume:

500 ml

Hard waste tray capacity:

200 ml

Weight:

3.9Kg

Water consumption:

1 litre of water will clean about a 100-square-meters
(* Laboratory test data)

Certificates:

AS/NZS standards, CE (EMC, LVD, ROHS, ERP, REACH), ETL

Usage restrictions:

Hard floor use only
(tiles, laminate, hardwood, all sealed floors, no carpet/rugs)

What’s in the box:

-

HIZERO Bionic Hard Floor Cleaner

-

One high density polymer cleaning roller

-

One brush roller

-

One clean water bottle

-

One waste water bottle

-

One 100ml sample anti-bacterial detergent

-

One cleaning brush

-

One lithium battery

-

One hard waste tray

-

Storage base for Hizero & rollers

-

One power adapter

-

Instruction booklet with two spare filters

Fast Facts & Advantages
-

Fully automated bionic cleaning technology.

-

Wet-dry dual use technology, ideal for all hard sealed floors

-

Picks up dust, solid waste and liquids, no air pollution its not a vacuum.

-

Realtime self-cleaning of the cleaning roller during use.

-

All solid and liquid waste is collected and automatically separated into
a hard waste tray and waste-water tank.

-

Whisper quiet, Very low noise level less than 60dB.

-

You can clean 100 Sq mts in only 10mins.

-

It only uses 1L of water to clean 100 sq mts.

-

The cleaning head swivels left and right and rotates around 70 degrees.

-

Cordless with 60 mins run time.

-

Exclusively designed for all hard floors.
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